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Daniel Hermann, a 16th century humanist, was born in the family of Bürgermeister 

in the Prussian town of Neidenburg. In his youth he attended the best educational 

institutions of Europe, receiving an excellent education of a humanist and 

“encyclopedic knowledge”. Hermann started his political career under the 

Viennese Caesar Maximilian II performing the duties of a record clerk. After the 

Caesar's death, he went to Danzig where in 1583 was elected a secretary at the 

Town hall. Hermann was in charge of diplomatic correspondence with the King of 

Poland Stefan Batory (1533−1586). The poet spent the last years of his life in 

Livonia maintaining diplomatic relations between Danzig and Riga. Being a 

Prussian by birth, Hermann signed his works as Borussus (Prussian) thereby 

confirming his loyalty to his native Prussia. 

In compliance with the Renaissance poetic tradition, Hermann's poem “About a 

Frog and a Lizard Embedded in Prussian Amber” was dedicated to his friend and 

humanists' supporter, Polish Chancellor Jan Zamoyski (1542−1605). In his work, 

the author handles the issues of the origin of amber and amber inclusions. The 

poem was for the first time published in Krakow in 1583 and immediately received 

a widespread response in Poland, Germany, in many European countries, even in 

Rome. In 1593, alongside with the work “History of Amber” (Succini Historia) by 

Andreas Aurifaber (1513−1559), an archiater of the Prussian Duke Albrecht, the 

poem was published in the fourth book of a well-known health professional and a 

personal doctor of Viennese Caesar Maximilian II Johann Crato von Crafftheim 

(1519−1585) “Recommendations and Letters on Medicine” (Consilia et epistolae 

medicinales). In 1600, the poem came out for the third time at the book house of 

Riga's pioneer printer Nikolaus Mollyn (Mollyn, ?−1625). All the old editions were 

decorated with woodcut prints — amber inclusions of a frog and a lizard. 

Hermann, like the other learned scholars of the 16th century, was interested in the 

matters of amber origin. With interest typical of humanists, Hermann turns to 

natural science and geology. A comparative analysis of the texts allows for the 

conclusion that Hermann was familiar with the opinion of the natural scientist and 

the “farther of mineralogy” of the 16th century Georg Agricola (1494–1555) about 

the origin of amber. The poet's views on amber must have been influenced by the 
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first monograph of the archiater of the Prussian Duke Albrecht A. Aurifaber 

devoted to amber “History of Amber” (Succini Historia). A possibility to study 

well-known private amber collections might have aroused an urge to immortalize 

amber inclusions in a poem. With the frog and lizard's inclusions in amber 

glorified in the poem, Hermann responds to the collection of Paul Jaski, a 

connoisseur of amber inclusions and an amber merchant of the town of Danzig. 

Hermann was an adherent of a singular theory of the 16th century scientists G. 

Agricola and A. Aurifaber of amber's originating from bitumen or oil, or fossil 

resin. Describing the formation of amber inclusions, the poet mentions several 

examples showing small animals and insects getting into a liquid substance and 

remaining captured there forever. This substance, called Naphta, is formed in the 

sea or earth depths. 

In the final part of the poem, Hermann praises curative properties of amber. The 

poet provides several formulas including amber which give a slight idea of amber 

use in medicine in the 16th century. The mentioned use of amber oil and amber 

powder for medicinal purposes was widely spread in the medical profession of 

those days. 

The military and political context gives the poem a notable significance as well. 

The poet remembers to chant the praises to the riches of the Prussian shores and to 

the grandeur of the Polish land. The poem dedicated to the Polish Chancellor Jan 

Zamoyski reminds about the military achievements of the Polish principality 

whose witness was Hermann himself. 

Hermann's poem is a classical example of the humanism poetry of the 16th 

century. The poetry of the late Renaissance might be of interest to philologists and 

lovers of poetry. The content analysis of the poem's extracts provides the audience 

with unknown facts of the interpretation of amber origin in the science of the 16th 

century. The poem is a valuable source of information for geologists, medical 

professionals, philosophers and experts in the other spheres.  

 

 


